1969 jeep cj5

Log in or Sign up. Registration trouble? Please use the "Contact Us" link at the bottom right
corner of the page and your issue will be resolved. May 29, Joined: Oct 23, Messages: I need a
Windshield for my '69 Dauntless CJ5. I'm very confused and am not at all sure when I buy one,
it'll be right. Here's the source of my confusion Looking in the factory parts manual, there are
numerous windshields listed. Top wiper, bottom wipers, stationary windshield, ventilated
windshield, 13", 14" tall, etc. Whatever stationary vs Ventilated means I have no idea. I know for
sure I need the 13" windshield for a bottom wiper application with a defroster. Asking vendors
the height of the windshield has yielded either "we don't know" or, get this, 15" tall! If I go ahead
and order a windshield for the ''75 application, does anyone know what I'll actually get? Thanks,
John. John Gedde , May 29, Joined: Jun 5, Messages: 1, Get the one with bottom wipers. Even if
it's not correct for the year i think it is I think they are easier to set up and run. Buildflycrash ,
May 29, Joined: Feb 9, Messages: 1, I recall reading on the forum that '69 was a transition year.
Early ones had the lower wipers with the flat-topped glass like my ' The standoffs to to hood are
attached to the windshield above the glass and there are two footman loops down the center
line of the hood. A tall one to clip the hood to the windshield when working on the engine, and a
short one to tie the windshield to the hood when the windshield is down. My '71 has the later
windshield. The top of the glass is curved and it's much easier to see out of. The hood for this
windshield will have three footman loops. A tall pair to the sides of the center line for the
windshield to rest on when it's down, and a short one on the center line to tie the windshield
down. The footman layout on your hood should tell you which one the Jeep had. I'm not sure
anybody reproduces the one with the flat top glass and lower wipers anyway. Fireball , May 29,
My windshield frame is like the Jeep in the forefront of your first photo. I only have footman
loops down the centerline of my hood. I also have those two handle looking things at the top of
the windshield frame above the glass including the latch right in the middle. I need the flattop
glass. To be clear, I only need to order the glass. My windshield frame is fine. So, I'm guessing
from how you describe things, I really need '68 glass? Thanks John. Joined: Aug 10, Messages:
22, Beach66Bum likes this. So I need the smaller flattop glass and I have bottom mounted
wipers Is that an issue? You said: "Unless your restoration requires the smaller glass with the
bottom mounted wipers. That only applies if you have no windshield now. If you have a frame
and bad glass now, just replace the glass and enjoy. Last edited: May 29, If you were planning
to do this yourself, maybe you could check with your local glass shop for a price out the door.
Should not be expensive. This should be a really easy job for them, and you avoid a lot of risk.
Joined: Aug 3, Messages: 7, PeteL , May 29, Joined: Feb 24, Messages: My came with the rare
and undesirable bottom-wiper-flat-top windshield frame. I got rid of it and paid extra for the arch
top. I drive in town and got tired of having to look for reflections of traffic lights on the hood.
Twin2 likes this. If I had my choice, I would chose the later windshield with the curved top. It
seems like good used OEM ' windshields are kind of scarce now. I'd guess the bottom mounted
electric wipers provide much of the upgrade component. And plenty of early owners are
suffering along with both top mounted wipers and the smaller glass. Joined: Sep 23, Messages:
11, At one time I had pictures and dimensions of the 3 in question. Waaayyyyyy back when we
had pictures of all this stuff in the body section I had posted pictures and dimensions of all 3
types since I was in possession of all 3. I recall there was a lot of debate about this and the pics
resolved it. Best bet is to go to a local glass shop and have it cut and installed if possible.
Joined: Apr 28, Messages: 4, Twin2 , May 29, You fella have sold me on having new glass made.
The original windshield glass on my '69 was laminated I found out when I cracked it trying to get
it out. Do custom glass shops make laminated glass or will I need to just make do with
tempered? Thanks again! Joined: Oct 5, Messages: 1, Crash photos should show why. Jw60 ,
May 29, They don't come up that often but here's one! May 30, Twin2 , May 30, You must log in
or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? New Posts. Images are general in nature and may not reflect the
specific vehicle selected. Akin to the original jeep, the CJ-5 was a civilian variant of their MA1
military Jeep, which went into production in A year later, Willys added a longer sibling, the CJ-6
once again, a byproduct of a military jeep, the M ambulance. Also from on, all CJs were
all-wheel drive. In , optional engines were added to the platform, with a horsepower, cid V-6 and
the rarely equipped cid Perkins 4-cylinder diesel appearing on order sheets. When American
Motors bought out Kaiser-Jeep in early , the primary motive was to add the successful Jeep
name and especially the CJ-5 to its lineup. The popular Renegade package bowed in and
continued to be a choice for Jeep buyer's through the remainder of the CJ-5's production run.
Other packages included the Super Jeep , Golden Eagle - , Laredo - , and Limited and With a
longer wheelbase and bigger doors, it made the CJ a little more comfortable for Americans who
were increasingly using their Jeeps for urban living rather than wild and rough back roads. CJ-5

production ended in For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage
in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page
is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you
would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model
Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Click
on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep
history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help
you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised
to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by
models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold.
If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are
plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners.
In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all
featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a
variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the
allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite
different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully
when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run
across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. Factory Go-For-Digger.
Fci 3 speed. Needs work but runs. Has half cab and doors. Message me with any questions.
Also interested in trades for other projects. I purchased a copy and will post once I receive it.
View all the information eBay. This magazine was printed by Jeep and sent to the dealers and
customers. Needs front driveshaft installed included , probably needs wiper motor replaced.
Extra guage pods and other parts and literature. It was used as a snow plow and comes with all
the hydraulics and parts except for the plow it self, also comes with an extra set of 5 original
tires and rims. The motor runs and the transmission shifts very well. The rear breaks are out but
the fronts are new. Has working transfer case and both axles are good. I recently drove it
around the block and it had no problems but it is not road worthy. This Jeep is great for an
offroad project or a donor for your own project. This is being sold as a CJ-5 with only miles on
it. Anyone else have thoughts about it? Brand new Smittybuilt low back bucket seats, Jeep
style. New bikini top. Lights all work. Some sheet metal is in really good shape like the grill and
engine hood, solid floors. Has a fair share of covered over rust, tires are retreads, has some
fluid leaks, Needs rewired. NOT all cut up or jacked up. It deserves more than I can give it right
now. Thanks for looking. Has a clean title, this is a cash only person to person sale. Warn
locking hubs. New holley 4 barrel carb runs and drives ok. Has a some rust in the usual places.
New interior on all three seats. Has had all new gas shocks installed as well as new battery,
rebuilt carb, comes with a brand new carb as well , and many more maintenance items
completed recently. Runs and drives great, does not leak oil and has little to no rust on the
body. Very well preserved example. Has original miles as well. Inspections welcome. All serious
inquiries will be considered. Beneath the wild green paint and lowered suspension lies some of
the best Ford performance components you know. There is no pretending this is an off-road
Jeep. The metallic green paint is out to intimidate the streets, not the trail. At has the kind of
luster from the modern clearcoat that will act like a beacon attracting people from across the
show field during the day, and at night, it catches the light and almost glows better than a neon
sign. The only thing to grab more attention than the green are those custom applies sliver ghost
flames. But more than just paint, this one has some great custom street rod details, like the
chopped windshield, lowered suspension, crystal clear headlights, and the Weld-style inch
alloys. Everything works. Disc brakes, brand new full top and brand new bikini top. This is a
very clean vintage Jeep that was in the Roadster show in we have photos we can share and
runs and drives great. Chrome throughout with brand new wheels and tires. Body is in pretty
good shape for age. Does need back floor panel one piece from Kaiser Willys auto supply llc.
Many other parts: Roll cage, extra starter motor, more seats, new steering wheel etc. Four wheel
drive fully functional and has a pto for running any number of farm implements. Does need
some brake work. Thanks to Maury for doing the leg work on this one. I bought the jeep through
ebay some 5 years ago from the 3 owner who was a young plastic surgeon for the army he
painted it green I was glad he did a bad job, I brought back the red with on can of Goooff and
found the red to be in very nice shape and he added the passenger seat. However he never got
it running and let it sit out resulting in the trans to fill with water due to the boot around the stick
shift. I had to disconnect the drive shaft to be able to move it. I picked up the jeep in Southern
Ca. Another Item not working is the speedometer, When rebuilding the trans, the speedo gear
came out brittle and broke, Having not able to find one at the time of the rebuild, we left it out.
Original 4 cyl motor. Unknown to me at time of purchase here on ebay, but the trans boot was

gone and the trans filled up with rain water and locked up with rust. Had to find and buy, then
rebuild a starter Rear end rebuilt with new seals and bearings New tires and new battery. All that
is left is the body. My loss can be your gain. Jeep is located in Goleta, California. Clean and
clear CA title. View all the information on eBay. I picked this CJ up last fall with the full intention
of fixing and restoring it. The guy I bought it from said that the Jeep was running when it was
parked approx 15 years ago. I was told that the body was removed and the frame was fixed and
coated to prevent deterioration. I had the option of taking the original body or leaving it, I took it
so that I would have the original VIN plate. I have the original doors, hood and grill. Comes with
bikini top and I assume all softop hardware. No frame or floor board rust issues. One rust spot
on passenger rocker panel and small rust on supports of inner fenders. Clean and clear title in
hand. This jeep was purchased from the original owning family in , the odometer at that time
was 13, There is zero rust in the body of this Jeep and very minor surface rust. The paint is
factory original, color code , Spring Green. The Jeep has never been off-roaded and has only
been daily driven. When the Kayline top was installed, it was ordered built without snaps so it
could be matched up to the original snap holes. The Jeep starts, runs, shifts and stops
excellent. One minor modification is the addition of an HEI ignition. The Jeep has the new
Kayline top as well as new seat upholstery and new tires. They were replaced due to dry rot and
wear. Has always been just a yard plow truck since new. The jeep was listed on eBay, but I do
not know if it sold or not. This Jeep is mostly original, has solid and very clean floors and has
been gone over from the ground up. Great shape. Garage kept. Original Dauntless V6 engine
runs extremely well. Rebuilt carb, all new brakes including parking brake, new clutch and fork,
master cylinder, wheel cylinders, speedo cable, new battery, and all new fluids. Show winner.
Reupholstered original vinyl seats front and rear. Jeep OEM roll bar. Older paint with min
daisy co2 200 parts diagram
how to check a fuse in a car
1997 chevrolet silverado specs
imal surface rust. Buffs up really well. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme
based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to
contact me and don't have my email? View all the information eBay This is issue 1 Volume 1.
Note the great article on the rare CJ-5 camper. This looks like a great price. Runs and drives.
This runs, has a hardtop. The dogs could be good for racing. Pricing depends on part. If there
are enough extras, there may be value here. Barry found this one. Glenn share this auction.
Includes a Warn OD. Maury spotted this clean looking CJ This is an unusual build. Has some
extra pin striping. Runs, but does need some work. Has some extra parts, too. Great restoration
project. Probably more value in parts than in the project. Any questions, please ask. I MAY be
willing to part it out for the right price. Jim spotted this stock CJ There appears to be value here
given the top. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved.

